Trtis list of 2o5 names includes I49 names of valid or probably valid species, most of which have been approved by the IMA Commission on New Minerals and Mineral Names, 8 species of doubtful validity, and I polytypic species; there are also 17 names for artificial products, IO unnecessary names for varieties, a correction to ~ name originally misspelt, 2 spelling variants of minor importance, I named mixture, and I rock; 15 erroneous spellings, mostly due to double transliteration, into and from Cyrillic, are included because the mineral intended is not always readily recognizable.
. Keldyshite (22nd List) from the Lovozero and Khibina massifs is a mixture; the predominant phase is Na3ZrzSi4013OH 9 nH20, for which the name keldyshite is retained, with parakeldyshite, anhydrous NazZrSi20 7 (the composition originally assigned to keldyshite). Anorthic, a 6. 
